
2lbs mushrooms    Butter

2 cloves of garlic   Sage

1/2 small onion    Salt

1 cup whole milk ricotta  Pepper

1/2 lemon     

1/2 C grated pecorino romano + more to taste

Make the pasta dough 20 minutes beforehand so it has time to rest. While it is resting 
chop up 1lb of onions into tiny pieces. Chop up your onion and press or mince your garlic.  

Throw those together in a shallow pan (I prefer non stick for this) with olive oil. 
Season to taste with salt and pepper. Cook for 5-7minutes until soft, fragrant, and the 

mushrooms have released some of their juice. Set aside. Thinly slice the rest of your 
mushrooms and sautee with salt pepper and olive oil (my olive oil had the sage frozen 
into it bc I did that earlier this year). Cook for a similar amount of time and set aside. 
Now that your chopped mushrooms are slightly cooled combine them in a bowl with your 

ricotta and 1/2C pecorino romano. Set near your pasta making station. 
Now make your pasta. I have the kitchen aid attachment and made lasagna sheets to the 
#4 but next time I will try #5 for a bit thinner sheets. Because I don't have a ton of 
counter room I made two sheets at a time then filled them with my ravioli filling then 
made another two etc. Once you have your two sheets side by side and cut to similar 
lengths you want to get maybe 1tsp-1.5 tsp of filling (I eyeballed it and pinched what I 

needed by hand) and put it in the middle of where your ravioli will be. You lay these all out 
then outline the area where the press will go in water with your fingers to help create 
a better seal. Then you put the second lasagna sheet on top of the one with the filling 
and press down inbetween each area. Finally you use your press, cookie cutter, or knife to 

separate your ravioli and place into boiling water for about 3 minutes to cook. I then 
tossed them in the mushroom sage oil pan and served with more pecorino romano. 

Mushroom Ravioli
Bob's Red Mill Semolina Pasta recipe-subsitute
1 cup of semolina for 1 cup all purpose flour


